
 
 

 

A long term and successful relationship 
lead to effectiveness and early adoption of maritime email innovations 

 

Meadway Shipping & Trading Inc, established in 1988 is an international 
ship management company and one of the world’s leading operators, 
managing as agents only a modern dry bulk fleet of currently 9 vessels 
with an average age of 7 years and a total cargo carrying capacity of 
about 550,000 dwt. 
The panamax, supramax & handysize vessels under management are 
able to trade worldwide in a multitude of trade routes carrying a wide 
range of dry cargoes such us iron ore, coal, grains, bauxite, fertilizers, 

agriproducts & steel products. Meadway Shipping Team is consisting of highly qualified in-house 
chartering brokers, commercial operators, superintendent and technical engineers with decades of 
experience is able to offer reliable and efficient services in the most demanding market 
needs.  Meadway Shipping Singapore Pte Ltd was established in 2011 and has since then developed 
into a leading operator of dry bulk cargoes and vessels, with trading activities all over the world. 
Meadway Shipping DMCC in Dubai, the new branch of Meadway Shipping & Trading Inc, started its 
operations in July 2018. 
Meadway Shipping uses the Telix Platform since 1990, more than thirty years. The company has 
followed all the Telix Platform innovative roadmap and evolution through the years and was the 
first to embrace the most recent version, OMNi Telix (web version). The several locations of the 
company Athens, Singapore, Dubai and the mobility of the users of the company require flexibility 
and immediate access to their emails. OMNi Telix and iTelix, the mobile application, meet those 
requirements effectively and efficiently. 
 
“We have a long-term and successful relationship with LgMAR for many years. Telix has been the 
most significant tool for our daily email communication and collaboration handling a daily average 
of 15,000 to 19,000 messages for our Athens, Sigapore and Dubai teams through a common cloud 
based Telix server. Both LgMAR team and Telix platform have always been responsive, reliable and 
ready to satisfy our requirements.” says Konstantinos Kazantzoglou, Meadway Shipping IT Manager. 
 
 
 
LgMAR is a software company founded in 1989 by a team of dedicated experts in computer science and 
maritime business. LgMAR with the TELiX system introduced email to the maritime industry and nowadays is 
part of a greater TELiX Suite which includes Fleet Tracking and Performance Monitoring, Vessels' Position List, 
Orders List, Cargo/Port/Company Information and Vessels Sale &Purchase. LgMAR is recognized as a leading 
company in email software with several hundreds of installations and thousands of satisfied users in Greece, 
Europe, North and South America, Far East and Middle East. 
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